
After buying a case for my hard drive I am now going home feeling quite well with all the walking.

A really intense day taking the commuter first and then the bus to the airport to at last be on the plane to Dublin. The trip was productive though and I came to think of a way to put the archival
boxes of my project as the walls of my Vehicle. I also kept writing my scientific article about my project to be submitted to an American journal. My first impression of Dublin, seeing all these
small and pale people was not so great but then talking to them slowly I found them to be very nice, particularly at the gallery where I started mounting my installation with an assistant with all
these very weird Celtic names. I am now in my hotel room, a very fancy one and I am about to go out with a Spanish artist and an American curator.

One of these days I like, waking up too early but nonetheless updating my project and then bathing before going to the museum to finish to install my installation. It turned out quite nice with all
the months and years on the edges. I then took immediately the chance to take a large walk hitting the places I once already visited with little August and then going beyond. Out of frustration I
also was at a tourist office to get a ticket for tomorrow to go to "the garden of Ireland". After a nice sandwich with soup I went further on. The old trashy Dublin with small markets and a few
criminals was nice. I even hit a park where I did some tai-chi and got back through a nice trashy area. The sun at last was shining and I went briefly back to the museum before returning to my
hotel room.

A nice day hitting off with a tourist bus to the garden of Ireland, the Wiklow range. The driver was fun and also the few people that joined the tour among which some Swedish/Finnish ladies. I
was not so impressed to begin with but then the mountains got nicer and nicer, particularly the valley where we stopped to hike and where I really felt energized. There was a monastery to be
seen but I made it to an hermit little place over a lake and washed my face in its glacier water. My soul got quite fed up in the last period and it was a very nice and purifying tour. I got most
excited however visiting a weaver factory on the road after a warm soup at a pub. The noise of the machine was just something. Now I am back shortly in the hotel and will have to make it back
to the museum to present my work.

Intense day. I slept decently and went to the gallery to be interviewed and filmed by several Dublin newspaper and TV guys. It lasted quite a long time and in the end I was out with some young
Goldsmith students to see the old prison. There was a lot of traffic and misery on the way there and the actual history as told by the guide, was very miserable. We are now slowly walking back
and soon is the actual opening and then beers and drinks, which I won't drink.

I woke up too early and I was tired but anyway stood up to update my project. Later I checked out the fancy hotel and went to the gallery where I again got pictures taken of me in front of the
installation. I did managed though to do quite some work I left behind together with also sorting out the many small reviews I got of my project after the press opening. After saying farewell to
all the nice people of the gallery, I went to town to eat a sandwich and soup. Myrthe arrived quite early and we walked together to the house where we rented a room for the weekend, a very nice
and charming place where we immediately made love and relaxed a bit.

A day with sweet little Myrthe here in Dublin. We were a little lazy to begin with but by the time we got out it was sunny. To begin with we walked to see Francis Bacon's studio which I did not
appreciate. We later kept walking down the center and checked some other museums which were also displaying in elaborate buildings very little. Towards noon we ended up at the gallery where
I have my installation. Myrthe was happy about it and we even had a soup there before walking to the natural science museum, a nice building filled with animals and around town. I still had the
feeling of Dubliners being a bit in misery but then remembered the nice landscape around us. Towards evening we ate a small cake also to celebrate Saint Valentine although we were both with
low energy. Now we are home before going out again for dinner. 

I woke up along side with Myrthe in our cute Dublin house. We were a bit happier today although she had to leave. After a small breakfast by the host, I took her to the airport bus and then went
off my way to Howth. As soon as I got there with the commuter, I was immediately impressed by the ocean and the mountain islands ahead. The weather was gray but as I walked along the coast
a spot of sun in the ocean became increasingly big and at last I walked with the sun at my side up and down the cliffs blossoming of yellow bushes and down to the secluded beaches. I was very
operative, filming, recording my thoughts, the wind and the clouds and even found some strength. It was a long loop but I managed and at last sat on the floor of the commuter for a small nap.
Now I am in a café nearby my host and will have to think how to engage myself in the last hours. 

I woke up way too early today in the Dublin bedroom. I then updated my project and went to bag for a short hour before eating some breakfast and setting off to the airport with a beautiful sun.
Ireland was nice, at least the landscape and not so much what people have done to it, I guess. It was good to extend my stay and explore it, as I usually do. The trip on the plane was also not too
bad as I have managed quite some video editing and project updating. Now I am heading home on the busy commuter having spent several hours now seated but also training Dutch on my
phone... just in case my thesis seminar turns out really bad tomorrow.

I was very efficient today waking up in my little room in cold and icy Sweden. I also managed to prepare some simple food and went to the university to do some light training. After eating I was
at my second big seminar in which a university professor from Uppsala went through my thesis in front of all my department. She was quite pedant but also kind and concluded saying that I
should not do a case study with my project because that is not media and communication. In that respect she was full of laws, a little philistine seating in her temple but luckily, in the end, when
Stina, Maria and I met with her, the latter two were really good at arguing that I should keep up the way I have been. I am in the hands of kind Stina. In the evening I wanted to see August but
Liselott had just renovated her apartment and I had to first get her keys. Now I am at her place with August and I just gave him all the presents I brought him from Ireland.

It was nice to sleep by little big August tonight. We had to wake up early to finish his homework and I had to rush to the university but I felt really close to my little big boy. The metro to the
south of town was completely blocked and I had to walk to the commuter station but I did make it on time to meet Stina. She was again very nice and gave instructions on how to go about in the
coming weeks. Later in the morning I got a good idea about my archival boxes which will made up the walls of my Vehicle. They will be more like ossuaries and in this respect I found some
cheap cardboard boxes of the right dimensions which I will later seal with fiber glass... getting back to the bone fiber aesthetic. Nonetheless I could not concentrate very well up to when, after
talking on the phone with Jacek, I took the train to the little Skavsta airport where I now am working, submitting some stuff for future engagements, following Stina's suggestions.

I woke up at  place alone and then packed my van prior going to the dentist. There they removed tooth 25. It was already dead so I did not need any anesthesia and next week I will get
a new tooth. It was sunny out and I drove happily to my little mountain house where I started fixing things like digging up dirt from the backyard to avoid flooding. Later I took a walk but I felt a
bit weak inside. I had to seat on my favorite hunter spot and peal a biforked piece of wood to get back my energies. I then ran like a childish deer along the old path going gently down the forest
where I got back to my cottage with the fire turning it really nice and warm. I there spent several hours to figure out how to store my Ossuary in the living room and finally figure out a way to do
so under the bed.

I felt relax and nice about waking up in my mountain cottage, this old barn. I was also very happy that I resolved to build my archive here in the living room. In the morning I felt there was a lot
to be done but I had to fetch the post to the old owners. I then drove down to Schio and kept at their place. They were nice but kept talking for hours and I started feeling down as soon as I got to
an hardware superstore to look for things to build the bed under which my archival boxes will be placed. Building material was just way too expensive there and I was only able to find some
metal frames at a reasonable price in a small hardware store later. I also looked to get a new sim card for my phone but now I realized that the internet would be anyway too slow here. Anyhow, I
have very little money till my last salary so I will just keep it quite up here in my nestle.

It has been snowing gently all day and I woke up with the idea that could have bought me some paint on the way here to visit me for the first time, to see where their autonomous son
has set his foot back in the nature from which the have previously uproot him. Well, I played smart since I won't have any money until my next salary to keep on building my show-room. I kept
anyhow working until they came and sort of liked it although there was no view while  who anyway hates views, told me as usual to get everything down. As we drove
to a small restaurant for a meal she even told me that she could give me some under the table money to give under the table to some Romanian people which my criminal uncle is in touch with...
well the other side of the economy. With all this in mind I got a ride back home and immediately set off with my plan without even slightly considering my mother's propositions.. I would rather
have her to pay me to get a piece of land but the idea of me being a carpenter or a farmer or anything humble is really unacceptable. All my success is about being humble and manual. Anyhow, I
will keep now lonely and most happy to be in this mountain nestle not even worrying about Myrthe who is spending the weekend out with her girlfriends. I am here like a vegetating rock.

Yesterday was a nightamre. I woke up at five and started painting the table in the living room and when I was done I decided to follow Myrthe's advice and paint the floor in the kitchen with an
old red paint left by the previous owners. As the bottle was finishing I checked where to get a new one and found that it was super unhealthy. I then immediately drove down to a big supermarket
to buy four bottles of color removal and managed to get red of the red color all together. I was quite exhausted in the end and at night I slept with the window open and no fire on.

Yesterday it was very sunny and nice in my mountain terrace. After labeling the living room and marking where to place all the items of the show-room, I sat out by the fountain and enjoyed the
view, the sun and a piece of cheese while talking to a neighbour washing potatoes. What a nice life there. I even took old Gianna down to the restaurant for some soda and then drove to Vicenza
where ate a quick lunch at and then quickly answered a journalist asking me several questions. I then got to the family dentist to get a temporary tooth. It was something to experience
the pain without anesthesia although I certainly disliked the resin against my blood. Back at I had to work but still played a bit with little and then talked with 

I woke up at  place today and went out with their bored dog to do some tai-chi before setting off to Schio and get some bureaucratic stuff working. I also had money to go to the
hardware store and start fixing a few things in the cold kitchen. Back down in Schio I went to dump all the bad chemicals from the bad painting floor experiment and talked to some nice people
at a wood factory to get my wooden archival boxes produced. Now I have been seating for some hours in a café in the city center sorting out different offers I got from different press agencies.
Will see about it... 

Yesterday it was very sunny and nice in my mountain terrace. After labeling the living room and marking where to place all the items of the show-room, I sat out by the fountain and enjoyed the
view, the sun and a piece of cheese while talking to a neighbour washing potatoes. What a nice life there. I even took old Gianna down to the restaurant for some soda and then drove to Vicenza
where ate a quick lunch at and then quickly answered a journalist asking me several questions. I then got to the family dentist to get a temporary tooth. It was something to experience
the pain without anesthesia although I certainly disliked the resin against my blood. Back at I had to work but still played a bit with little and then talked with 

I finally had a good night sleep although it was quite cold yesterday in the mountains with the wind blowing powerfully through the doors and windows. I was more methodic today, updating my
project and only after setting to work on the house, making an almost unberable heat with both fires on. I now made the chimney much bigger removing unecessary bricks and the started to
cement it. I later went to the little hardware store down the mountains and really found everything I needed there. Later I had to make it back to the café in town to prepare all the documents and
pictures I have to send to the press agencies that are now willing to sell stories about my work. Only later in the afternoon I went to the wood sawing place where I talked to Enrico, a young guy
who was once artists but has let go because anyone is anyway an artist. Well, it was not cheap to buy wood there but I might go for the bed and will think about the archival boxes.

Yesterday I got up and immediatelly started working on the house again, painting the chimney and washing the kitchen floor before driving to  There I had a bit of a boring interview
with an English journalist and had to sort of figure out what to do with all the other journalists from the UK asking me for a story. I also signed a two years contract with a press agent who will
also try to sell my story around. I even got some fans now like a girl from China writing me that I am her favorite person on earth. I bet I have gotquite some enemies to but I like the contrast to
be so remote and apart and still make my action heard. Later, after finally updating my project, I was several hours in the car to pick Myrthe at the airport. She was really tired and we ate a at a
pizzeria in Castelfranco before driving quite a way home.

I woke up today and left little Myrthe to sleep while I kept working on the house fixing several things and updating my project. Myrthe got back to sleep after some time and we made love before
coming down to Schio buying few other things to fix the house. Now we are in a café where I still checked all the hundreds of links of my project getting viral right this week. I am also trying to
finishing off a paper to send to a scientific journal but still I have journalists to answer.

I woke up that the sun was clear and got down to upload my project after the usual many things I had to do in the house like throwing the ashes before starting the fire and so forth. Checking the
mail on my phone I found that Gary Wolf gave me the okay for the San Francisco exhibit. This news put a little anxiety in me since I know there won't be any budget involved. I tried to come
down however and focus on my day with Myrthe which turned out quite nice in fact, walking on the side of the mountains in the sun and by beautiful clusters of small houses with old man
working the land. After happily coming down to the car, Myrthe and I took some old and discarded piece of wood from a restaurant and spent the rest of the afternoon in the sun, preparing it to
turn it into a shelf. Meantime we also talked to our nice and very special neighbours, very good and solar people which made me immediately feel like I don't want to spend the summer in the
States as I thought briefly wit Myrthe.

I woke up decently late and updated my project but felt a little stress that I already had to drive for hours to take Myrthe to the airport. We anyway manage to put up the big shelf we prepared
yesterday and then took off with vanny to place in Vicenza where I still had to answer several interviews from main newspapers. At lunch we ate at my sister's and I was really happy
to play with little The afternoon was sunny and we took a walk in the city center where we met Francesco. On the way back Myrthe was worrying me about my lack of love towards her
but I reassured her that it was only feeling tired of all the traveling and so forth. We then had a nice walk back to the station where she got on the train to the airport, giving me then some time to
finish off some work.

Yesterday I was really meticulous with work and spent the entire morning properly updating my project as well as submitting an old article I have written. In the afternoon gave me a
bunch of money to buy clothes in a warehouse but I drove there and did not find anything interesting. I then drove forward across the very shity semi-industrial areas of the low-land only to find
peace again on the hills and Schio where I got a cheap Chinese haircut and wondered a bit around town discovering a new nice side of it. In the evening I was in Santa Caterina and managed all
the trash I accumulated under the portico even putting up some small shelves by the bathroom despite the hardcore stonewall on the opposite side. 

A very sunny day to begin with. I slept long in the little cottage until old Gianna woke me up to take her to do grocery. I immediately understood that with grocery she meant buying grappa and
as a matter of fact I saw her taking a big bottle of the shelf of the tiny store. I did not mind and back home I built a small wall in front of the door going out of the bedroom as well as sealing
windows and doors with an acrylic I used to fix the kitchen mirror. It was only later that I went out for a mayor walk all the way up to the Novegno mountain. I was quite tired from the beginning
but immediately got going walking mostly on the street covered with snow, following the blood traces of a deer. Up the mountain I ate a sandwich and then going down at the cross I started
crying while singing my ancestors old songs. The trip helped me to also figure out what to do with my archive, whether I should keep it at home or actually follow Myrthe's advice and try to do it
in the Netherlands.

A long day of work going first down to Schio to buy the shelves I will need to put my archival boxes next to a new and smaller bed I have ordered. Later I also went in town to check my mail and
found little or nothing from all the press euphoria of last week regarding my project. I guess that some articles have been on print but I have no clue where and which ones other than a few
persons have contacted me to write a few lines of a appreciations. Having bought the bed and anything else, I am now left without money for almost the coming three weeks but I sort of enjoy
the fact that I managed so much during this time here in Tretto. In the afternoon I put together with stones and bricks the base to the shelf which will hold the boxes. Now I am boiling some old
potatoes waiting for my neighbour to land me some more cement.

I woke up in the living room that I did not really want to get up and at last I got a migraine. I did however manage to get going with work and finish to paint the small columns I built to sustain
the shelf in the bedroom. I also started cleaning and washing and even saw down the old metal plates to fit them in the car. After a salad and a farewell to drunken Gianna, I drove down to dump
all the trash and proceed to Vicenza where I started updating my project while doing a lot of very smoky laundry from the mountains. I also played with little but will be left alone with her
all evening.




